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Use these images as a guide for arranging the wires away from the parts in the four 
oscillator sections and antennae cable ends.  Note some are lightly twisted as 'pairs' to 
keep things somewhat tidy and this is not necessary, but do not tightly bundle the group.
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Volume

From this point, with an audible pitch tone, you may remove the clip-lead and adjustment of L3 should yield volume 
changes as it is turned through its range.  After slug up and down a time or two to get a sense of the change, back out 
with the slug and the again, go inwards and stop at the first volume peak.  This will result in a traditional control response 
where the hand to the antenna quiets the output.  Going beyond and stopping just past the second volume peak will result 
in a tuning that increases with inward hand to volume antenna control, 'controller response'.  The pair can be set in the 
null trough too, but if listening to the audio output, the volume heterodyne may be noticeable as a secondary, yet weaker, 
'pitch' controllable by the hand to volume antenna movement.  
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Trouble-shooting

DC voltage tests.

The 12V wall mount DC supply powers the board via the G and + wires. You can touch the solder lug which has one 
end of the G wire and the power supply (-) for the DC readings. The 12V going in to wiring point + goes to resistor R1. 
One side of the resistor should measure about 12V and the other end (the end attached to 8.2V Zener Diode, D1) 
should measure 8.2V. This voltage is labeled V+ on the schematic and you should find this 8.2V on the components on 
the board labeled with V+ on the schematic.

The V+ voltage is divided in half for 4.1V by the equal valued series resistors at Rs 22 and 23. This voltage is labeled 
Vr on the schematic and again, you should be sure that components on the board are getting the voltage as specified on 
the schematic. Since these voltages go to so many parts (ground/common too) they often go through jumper wires to 
get there. These are likely spots for an open circuit either as a result of the jumper not reaching all the way through to 
both ends of the printed circuit, or the tiny solder pad and connecting trace in the printed circuit for the jumper wires 
breaking. 

Transistor voltage tests.

As with the dc voltage test of V+, touch the ground/circuit-common with one probe and measure the dc voltage on the 
collector of transistors Q1 - Q4 to confirm there is 7v dc. Looking from the top, component side of the board, the 
collector is the third or rightmost leg with the flat face of the transistor towards you (EBC is the pin-out, emitter, base, 
and collector). This 7v results when there is about 2-3v on the base and about 2v on the emitter. Reasons the voltage 
might be 'off' can be a short-circuit due to a solder bridge or an open-circuit from a joint that didn't flow to both the 
component lead and the printed-circuit-board soldering pad, or a broken or detached wire inside a I.F. Transformer 
(oscillator coil).

0v on the collector of transistor Q4 can result if there is contact between the shield and internal wires of the shielded 
cable for the Volume antenna wiring. The shield is connected to the ground/circuit-common at the board and the 
internal wire carries the oscillation from the Q4 collector out to the volume antenna mount. Is the shield touching the 
mount? Has it melted through the insulation of the internal wire where the two separate and solder at the board?

1-2v on the collector of either transistor could be pointing to an open coil winding. If voltage is going in on the end 
attached to the R13 or R17 680ohm, then it should be coming out the other end attached to the Q3 or Q4 collector, if 
the soldering has flown at these joints (ie not a cold solder joint).

Voltage comparisons can be made between Pitch and Volume oscillator sections to help locate trouble. Notice these 
main sections are mirrored on the schematic. There are some variations in values which offset oscillator frequencies, 
but the dc voltages should be comparable and knowing this, may be useful for locating short-circuits or open-circuits. A 
methodical test of all points shown connecting on the schematic for these sections can 'prove' there is an open or short, 
or no-connection where there should be, or, a connection due to a bridge or contact with metal or stray wire.

Check the PAiA.com/Talk site in the Technical Bulletins section for more tips, suggestions, and more.
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